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Abstract
Various research projects often involve determining the relative position of genomic coordinates, intervals, single
nucleotide variations (SNVs), insertions, deletions and translocations with respect to genes and their potential impact on
protein translation. Due to the tremendous increase in throughput brought by the use of next-generation sequencing,
investigators are routinely faced with the need to annotate very large datasets. We present Segtor, a tool to annotate large
sets of genomic coordinates, intervals, SNVs, indels and translocations. Our tool uses segment trees built using the start and
end coordinates of the genomic features the user wishes to use instead of storing them in a database management system.
The software also produces annotation statistics to allow users to visualize how many coordinates were found within
various portions of genes. Our system currently can be made to work with any species available on the UCSC Genome
Browser. Segtor is a suitable tool for groups, especially those with limited access to programmers or with interest to analyze
large amounts of individual genomes, who wish to determine the relative position of very large sets of mapped reads and
subsequently annotate observed mutations between the reads and the reference. Segtor (http://lbbc.inca.gov.br/segtor/) is
an open-source tool that can be freely downloaded for non-profit use. We also provide a web interface for testing purposes.
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Introduction
The advent of next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies
has enabled a drastic growth in the number of sequencing projects
by largely increasing the sequence output and by lowering overall
costs. Certain projects involve the sequencing of an organism
whose genome is already available. These projects, called
resequencing projects, generally involve two steps: the mapping
of reads onto the known genome and the subsequent analysis of
divergent features between the reference genome and the mapped
sequences[1]. These projects can be readily used to identify
mutations in the sample, characterize gene expression (RNA-Seq),
identify various genomic features like protein binding sites (ChIP-
Seq) or pinpoint the location of microRNAs (see [2] for a
discussion of the various aspects).
Once the mapping is completed, investigators are often left with
the daunting task of identifying the relative position of a large
number of single nucleotide variations (SNVs), insertions, deletions
and genomic translocations to existing genomic features. Recent
attention has also been given to the task of representing and
handling these features [3]. The annotation of translocations can
be especially useful for cancer studies[4]. Among the genomic
features that investigators might be interested in are high-quality
mRNAs, ESTs or gene predictions already mapped to the
reference sequence. Another task might involve the identification
of which genomic coordinates or genomic intervals overlap or
span known genomic features (see [5] for an example). This is
required to gather statistics regarding the genomic context of the
mapped reads or to calculate enrichment. For instance, knowing
the percentage of reads that map to a known exon for an exome
sequencing protocol is instrumental in evaluating the efficiency of
the method. Furthermore, research groups are sometimes faced
with the challenge of identifying the closest transcription start site
(TSS) for various genomic coordinates (see [6] for an example). All
these problems basically amount to the task of finding which genes
overlap a given genomic coordinate or interval.
Traditionally, research groups have solved the problem of
querying known gene annotations by either querying remote
public databases or by using a local Database Management
System (DBMS) such as MySQL, Oracle or PostgreSQL to store
the genomic features they wish to use as source of annotation. The
former has the advantage of being up-to-date but cannot be
rapidly queried for very large sets. Although some work has been
done to improve query time in DBMS[7], the latter still creates
systems that cannot be easily carried over to other labs and require
someone with DBMS expertise to create, optimize and update the
data tables. As NGS technologies become increasingly common
and may play a crucial role in the rise of personnalized
medicine[8], the need for standalone software tools becomes ever
more apparent.
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org 1 November 2011 | Volume 6 | Issue 11 | e26715We introduce Segtor, a rapid annotation tool aimed at NGS
studies for genomic coordinates, intervals, SNVs, insertions,
deletions and translocations. It allows users to determine which
are either upstream, downstream and within exons or introns. For
genomic intervals, it can assess which are spanning either exons,
introns, both exonic and intronic regions or lying upstream or
downstream of genes. Segtor can determine which SNVs are
synonymous or non-synonymous and which landed in intronic
regions in the vicinity of a splice acceptor or donor site. It also
allows detection of the closest TSS for a set of genomic
coordinates. Our method is designed to run without the need
for a DBMS and uses instead segment trees[9] to store the
boundaries of the genes to rapidly retrieve which genes overlap a
coordinate or an interval. A comparison between Segtor and other
tools aiming at tackling similar problems can be found in the
discussion. Segtor distinguished itself from currently available
software by providing ample information regarding the various
splicing isoforms in the vicinity of a SNV, readily producing the
altered protein sequence, displaying useful annotation statistics
and providing a holistic ad hoc tool for various annotation needs
for any species available on the UCSC Genome Browser.
Methods
The software can be downloaded and used locally for large
datasets or accessed through a user-friendly web interface for small
queries. Figure 1 presents how Segtor can be instrumental within
an NGS workflow.
Running a local version
Upon using the local version of Segtor, users have the ability to
select any species whose genome is available on the UCSC
Genome Browser. The software currently supports the following
gene databases: RefSeq [10], Ensembl Genes[11], UCSC Known
Genes[12] and dbEST[13]. When annotating SNVs, Segtor can
report which ones have already been reported in dbSNP[14].
Segtor can also report the mutated protein sequence, useful for for
proteomic studies, when running against SNVs, indels and
translocations. Please note that we provide a putative protein
sequence with the modifications caused by the mutations and do
not try to predict the influence on splice patterns (see [15] or [16]
for examples of programs aimed at predicting splice patterns due
to SNVs).
The software requires an archived index of the segment tree for
the database and species the user wishes to use. Some indices are
available on our website and, if the user wishes to build new ones,
Segtor will automatically connect to the UCSC FTP site and
download the genome along with the database files for the genes.
It will proceed to build a segment tree using the database files
containing the annotation data and the genome for extracting the
exonic sequences and store the resulting data structure as an
Figure 1. A diagram representing a possible re-sequencing workflow to illustrate the usefulness of Segtor in obtaining statistics on
the position of reads with respect to known genes and evaluating the impact of SNVs and indels on protein translation. Reads are
mapped using an aligner to the reference, the 59 ends and genomic intervals of the mapped reads can be used as input for Segtor to determine how
many landed within various portions of genes. Furthermore, Segtor can measure the distance to the closest transcription start site. The SNVs and
indels that were detected can be also classified using Segtor into which SNVs land within coding portions and which potentially affect the resulting
protein sequence.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0026715.g001
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the possibility of choosing where to store these files. Once the
segment tree is loaded into memory, it can be used to rapidly
annotate large sets of data due its speed. If the database files are
obsolete, the user can instruct Segtor to retrieve newer database
files.
The local version needs to be launched directly from the
command line of a Linux or MacOS terminal. The user must
specify the input files, the species assembly, the gene database, the
range at which to consider genes as well as the annotation mode to
launch. The user can choose from the following 5 modes:
1. Annotate genomic coordinates with respect to genes. This
mode will report which coordinates are located within the
exons, introns of a gene or which are upstream or downstream
within a certain range. The tally will detail how many
Figure 2. Example of a segment tree holding data from 8 different transcripts belonging to 3 different genes. The nodes are marked
with the interval they represent. The transcripts contained in the nodes are located above the top right corner of the node. The path in bold
represents a search performed to find transcripts overlapping coordinate 204 leading us to find s6.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0026715.g002
Figure 3. Screenshots of Segtor’s online interface, used for handling small queries for test purposes. The figure to the left shows the
initial interface with the various modes and the option of either entering coordinates through the text field for small queries or by uploading a file.
The figure to the right shows examples of statistics produced by the annotation of SNVs showing how many SNVs landed in which part of genes and
how many were classified as either synonymous or non-synonymous for those landing in coding portions of genes.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0026715.g003
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view. It will also report the indices of the exons and the introns
within which the coordinates landed.
2. Characterize the position of genomic intervals of less than 2kb
with respect to genes. This option can be used to measure how
many reads fall within which genes and what are their relative
position (contained within an exon, spanning exonic and
intronic regions, etc). The tally reports how many intervals
were classified within each category.
3. Determine the relative position of SNVs to genes and which
are non-synonymous versus synonymous. This mode also
includes the possibility of identifying which were already
described in dbSNP. Upon reporting the results for a SNV, the
program classifies the overlapped genes according to their
potential impact on the protein sequence going from a SNV
landing in an exon causing non-synonymous change being
ranked the highest to one occurring downstream being the
lowest. A tally is produced as to how many SNVs were labeled
as a non-synonymous or synonymous mutation and how many
landed within various parts of genes.
4. Determine the closest TSS to a set of genomic coordinates
regardless of strand. The user can provide bin sizes and
number of bins to create histograms of the distance to TSSs for
publication.
5. Annotate insertions, deletions and translocations with respect
to genes and produce a putative protein sequence resulting
from the ones landing in exonic regions. No tally is performed
for this mode.
To allow investigators to examine the results according to the
specific biological questions being asked, Segtor produces 3
different files, one reporting all the transcripts, another reporting
the most relevant transcript on a per gene basis and another
reporting the most relevant transcript overall. The most relevant
transcript means that we prioritize transcripts according to the
position of the feature with respect to them. For instance, if a
coordinate lands within the exon of one transcript and within the
intron of another, the former will be reported over the latter.
Users also have the option of creating their custom databases
using files in .psl or .bed format describing the genomic feature
they wish to use. This can be instrumental in discovering not only
which reads overlap an known genomic feature but also to identify
novel functional elements of the genome by identifying which
Table 1. Amount of queries processed in 10 minutes.
Input type # of inputs processed
Coordinates 3,671,706
Intervals 1,707,074
SNVs 3,034,284
Closest TSS 5,348,307
To evaluate Segtor’s speed, we created 4 datasets and evaluated how many
sites were annotated in 10 minutes (600 seconds) using a single CPU at 2.4 GHz.
Perl version 5.10.1 was used as our interpreter. This speed makes Segtor a well-
suited tools to routinely annotate large sets stemming from NGS runs.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0026715.t001
Figure 4. Comparison of the time required by our segment tree structure implementation versus a DBMS for the retrieval of genes
that overlap a certain number of genomic coordinates. As DBMS are usually the method of choice for storing genomic annotation, a
comparison between the time needed by our data structure and a optimized PostgreSQL table structure was needed to assess which solution was
practically faster. Hence, in addition to being easier to use for end-users, forgoing the use of a DBMS for genomic annotation is also faster.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0026715.g004
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conversion from the BAM format[17], BED format, the output
from SNVMix[18] (for SNVs) and VarScan[19] (for insertions/
deletions) to the native input format used by Segtor.
The data structure. Segtor determines which genes are
overlapped by a given coordinate or interval by storing gene data
in segment trees according to their position on the chromosome in
an approach similar to the binning approach used by UCSC and
recursively searching them. For a given genomic bin, if the amount
of features contained therein exceeds a certain threshold, the
software stores the element in a segment tree rather than a simple
array to increase speed. A segment tree is a balanced binary tree
built using the unique endpoints of the genomic feature the user
wishes to query (an example of a segment tree built using genomic
annotation data can be seen in figure 2). The internal nodes of the
tree represent an interval on a chromosome and hold a reference
to the genes that span it. To maximize efficiency, trees are built
once for a given species/database pair and stored on the disk as an
index for faster retrieval in subsequent uses. As mentioned earlier,
the user has the option of downloading indices on our website
however, to use a different species or database, the user can create
their own index.
Annotation. The software proceeds to read the input files
containing the genomic coordinates, intervals or SNVs to
annotate, computes the appropriate genomic bins to search and
queries the corresponding segment trees. The search algorithm in
the tree proceeds slightly differently whether the input is a simple
coordinate or a genomic range.
For simple coordinate, SNVs or deletions, it will launch a
recursive search in the segment tree starting at the root and called
recursively on the child whose interval contains the coordinate. At
each call, the transcripts or genomic features stored in the nodes
are returned and finally stops upon reaching a leaf node.
For genomic intervals, insertions or other queries involving the
use of a genomic range, the program computes both the lowest
and highest coordinates of the genomic span to consider. A
recursive search is then performed on a child node if its interval
spans both the lowest coordinate and the highest one. However, if
the range is large enough, we will eventually reach a non-leaf
node whose left child spans the lowest coordinate and whose right
child spans the highest coordinate in which case, we will launch
two distinct recursive searches. The first one on the left child that
will add all the transcripts contained in the subtree of a right child
upon descending on the left one while the other search will be
performed on the right child that will add all the transcripts
contained in the subtrees of a left child upon descending on the
right one. This procedure, described in Berg[20] as vsplit(),
ensures that any gene overlapping the genomic window formed
by adding a range parameter on each side of the coordinate will
be reported. We currently limit the range to a maximum of 100
Mbp. However, this can be easily modified in the source code if
need be.
Figure 5. Example of statistics that can be obtained by running Segtor on 42,652,991 uniquely aligned Illumina reads and
2,707,221 putative SNVs. This graph represents the annotation modes for which statistics are available namely, annotation of a) coordinates, b)
intervals, c) SNVs and d) closest TSS. A range of 10kb was used for our definition of upstream/downstream.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0026715.g005
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returned, we cluster the isoforms according to which genes they
belong to. Segtor reports the results in terms of which input
queries are either upstream, downstream or within intronic or
exonic regions. In the case of SNVs, we determine which ones fall
inside exonic regions, whether they are contained within
untranslated regions (59/39 UTR) or within coding regions and
report the amino acid change if any. It also reports the ones that
landed within two base pairs of a donor or acceptor site inside
intronic regions. In either case, the raw results as well as statistics
tallying the number of input queries that fell within various
portions of genes are reported.
For the detection of the closest TSS, Segtor builds a sorted array
of all the TSSs of the genes in the database and performs a binary
search to locate the closest TSS. It reports the distances to the
closest TSSs into bins to readily produce a bar chart.
Through the online interface
An interface in Adobe Flex (see figure 3) was designed to allow
outside users to submit small queries for test purposes. The system
does not require any login or email address and most requests are
answered within 10 seconds. Once a request is done processing,
the user is offered 2 outputs: the annotation for each input and a
tally which includes a histogram for closest TSS detection and pie
charts for coordinates, intervals and SNVs.
Results
Speed
Comparison against a DBMS. As we alluded to earlier,
groups traditionally solve the annotation problem by resorting to
storing and querying the data using a local DBMS. Hence, we
compared the efficiency of a segment tree loaded in memory in
finding the genes overlapping a set of genomic coordinates that
were randomly generated on the hg18 version of the human
genome against queries to a PostgreSQL server installed on the
local machine. The SQL tables were optimized to guarantee rapid
retrieval of the genes using SQL indices built on the coordinate
fields. We loaded and queried the segment tree data structure and
executed the SQL select statements using a Perl script. Our data
structure is about 4 times faster in finding the appropriate genes in
the database (see figure 4). The segment tree structure built using
the RefSeq database from the UCSC Genome Browser
downloaded on 04/27/2010 with 34,418 transcripts had a
memory footprint of 0.5 GB and required 72 MB of space on
the hard drive. The segment tree structure required 41 seconds to
be built and was subsequently stored on the local disk. Retrieving
it and loading it into memory required 2.6 seconds.
Against large datasets. We ran Segtor on a server with
132G of RAM using a single 2.4GHz CPU and Perl version 5.10.1
for a total of 10 minutes (600 seconds) to measure the annotation
Figure 6. The distribution of the reads from various sets which use different sequencing protocols. The following sets ERX004477,
SRX005927, SRX000644, SRX010851 and SRX017222 are Illumina runs which came respectively from a ChIP-Seq, exome capture, genomic sequencing,
microRNA discovery and RNA-Seq protocol. They were retrieved from the SRA, aligned to the human genome and their resulting reads were
annotated using Segtor with the RefSeq database. The genomic context of the reads varies greatly according to the sequencing protocol that was
used. We used a range of 10kb on either side of every gene.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0026715.g006
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stemming from an RNA-Seq alignment using coordinates (for
the coordinate annotation and closest TSS mode), intervals (for the
interval annotation mode) and SNVs (for the SNV annotation
mode). Once loaded into memory, the index for the RefSeq
database for the February 2009 build of the Human Genome
(hg19) has a RAM footprint of about 1.5G. However, we
recommend running Segtor on a server with a large RAM
(32G-64G) when using dbSNP comparisons or using the very large
human dbEST. Our results presented in table 1 show that Segtor
is fast and suitable for use against large datasets produced by high-
throughput sequencing.
Accuracy
Against an annotated dataset. To assess the accuracy of
our results in annotating known SNPs, we downloaded an
annotated set of 74,713 missense mutations from the Catalogue
of Somatic Mutations in Cancer (COSMIC) database[21] to
determine whether the annotation provided by Segtor would be
equivalent to the original one (Data S1). Aside from a few gene
symbol aliases, the existing annotation and impact on protein
sequence described in the COSMIC database were identical to
those found in Segtor’s output. For example, the subset of 51 non-
synonymous mutations described for the HCC1954 breast cancer
cell line[22] were correctly re-annotated by Segtor and the amino
Figure 7. The distribution of the reads when using different databases as source of annotation. The same set presented in figure 5 was
re-annotated using the latest version of a) RefSeq genes, b) UCSC Known Genes, c) Ensembl Genes and d) dbEST. Whether reads are labeled as
intergenic or within genes varies according to the database that was used. Stricter databases like RefSeq will result in a greater number being labeled
as intergenic compared to a more inclusive databases like dbEST. Again, a range of 10kb on either side of every gene was used.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0026715.g007
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nonpolar to polar and 27 with no influence in the amino acid
sidechain hydrophobicity.
NGS case studies
To show Segtor’s effectiveness on NGS data, we downloaded a
set of paired-end Illumina reads from SRX016474 dataset from
NCBI’s Sequence Read Archive (SRA[23]) and aligned them to
the February 2009 build of the Human Genome (hg19) using
novoalign[24]. We called putative SNVs using SNVMix. We
converted the resulting BAM file and the putative SNVs to the
native format of Segtor using the aforementioned conversion
script. We extracted the 59 coordinate and the interval produced
by each read from the 42,652,991 aligned reads and kept all of the
2,707,221 putative SNVs called by SNVMix regardless of quality.
We annotated all 3 sets against RefSeqs to determine the relative
position and closest TSS of the 59 ends, the relative position of the
intervals created by reads and finally, the relative position of SNVs
and their classification into synonymous and non-synonymous. Pie
charts and histograms were created using R[25] and the results are
presented in figure 5. We were also successful in annotating
insertions/deletions detected by VarScan (data not shown).
To measure whether that distribution would vary should a
different experimental protocol be used, we retrieved from the SRA
and aligned to the human genome a set from the following
experiments: ERX004477, SRX005927, SRX000644, SRX010851
and SRX017222 which respectively use a ChIP-Seq, exome capture,
genomic sequencing, microRNA discovery and RNA-Seq. The sets
stem from Illumina sequencers and were aligned using novoalign.
The different distribution of the reads on a genome-wide basis on
presented in figure 6. The distribution for the ChIP-Seq protocol is
consistent with previously reported enrichment values for various
regions of the genome[26].
To evaluate whether the definition of intergenic would vary
according to the choice of the database, we downloaded the latest
database files and re-annotated the run stemming from
SRX000644 using the RefSeq, Ensembl Genes, UCSC Known
Genes and dbEST databases (figure 7). While going from a more
conservative database like RefSeq to a more inclusive one like
dbEST, the number of reads being labeled as intergenic decreased
while the number of reads labeled as landing within genes
increased.
Discussion
Comparison to existing tools
The functionalities of Segtor can be dichotomized into
annotating coordinates or intervals and annotating detected
mutations, namely SNVs, indels and translocations.
The first task of detecting the overlap between genomic
coordinates or small intervals and annotated genes can be readily
accomplished on the UCSC Genome Browser via the Table
Browser[27] for very small queries set but rapidly becomes
impractical for large amounts of data. Larger sets could be
analyzed using either the Galaxy server[28] or locally, using either
BEDtools[29] or Tabix[30] on downloaded gene tables. This
approach, however, requires substantial bioinformatics support to
do pre- and post-processing to gather annotation statistics and is
not suitable for smaller labs with limited access to programmers.
Certain online tools like GPAT[31] allow annotation of a certain
number of coordinates through an online interface but cannot
be easily run locally and is limited to only a few species.
Table 2. Comparison chart for various coordinate/interval annotation software.
CisGenome PeakAnalyzer Galaxy BEDtools Segtor
Input type mostly aimed at
ChIP-seq coordinates
intervals intervals coordinates or intervals coordinates or intervals
Platform GUI GUI and command line web command line web and command line
Features closest and
neighboring
closest gene + closest TSS find closest and
overlap
find closest and overlap
at a specified range
closest TSS/overlap at
multiple specified ranges
Target database genes genes must be customized must be customized genes/can be customized
Supported Species limited to a dozen limited to Human and Mouse
only
Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited
Statistics not readily not readily yes not readily yes
A comparison chart for available software/platforms for coordinates/intervals annotation.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0026715.t002
Table 3. Comparison chart for available variation annotation software.
SeqAnt Annovar Sequence Variant Analyzer Segtor
Input type SNV/indels SNV/indels SNV/indels and structural variations SNV/indels and translocations
Platform web and command line command line GUI/command line web and command line
Statistics no no yes yes
Supported Species Limited Unlimited Human only Unlimited
Amount of information Limited Limited Extensive Extensive
dbSNP comparison yes yes yes yes
A comparison chart for available software/platforms for SNV/indel annotation.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0026715.t003
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annotating genomic coordinates but have been mostly aimed at
ChIP-on-chip and ChIP-Seq data. A comparison between the
features of our software and the aforementioned tools is provided
in Table 2.
As for the latter task of annotating mutations, webtools like
SIFT[34], XVAR[35], SNPnexus[36] and the Genome Variation
Server[37] can characterize known and novel SNPs but cannot be
easily run locally against larger sets and against various species. A
tool designed to be executed locally and able to suit the annotation
needs of the resequencing community is be the Ensembl Variation
API[38] which allows SNV analysis through their object oriented
Perl API. However, Perl APIs require a Perl wrapper and queries
to remote databases often hinder performance. Another tool called
GAMES[39] identifies and annotates SNVs and indels in NGS
projects but is currently limited to a single version of the human
genome. Similar tools which can offer an improved annotation
speed are SeqAnt[40] and AnnoVar[41] which aim at annotating
SNVs and indels but provide little annotation information and do
not produce any tally. Another software allowing the identification
of the genomic context of SNV is SequenceVariantAnalyzer[42]
which offers the possibility of having statistics regarding the
genomic distribution of the SNVs or indels but like the previously
mentioned tools, obtaining the entire mutated protein sequence
for proteomic studies would involve substantial post-processing.
We present a comparison of the characteristics of Segtor and the
software that has been cited in table 3.
Comparison of current tools in annotating SNVs and
coordinates. To further compare the performance and
memory usage of Segtor against currently available tools which
offer similar functionalities, we took the same 2,707,221 SNVs
from the SRX016474 set described in the results section and used
Segtor, SeqAnt, AnnoVar and SequenceVariantAnalyzer to
annotate them. To evaluate the efficiency of software aimed
at annotating coordinates, we used the 2,707,221 genomic
coordinates of the SNVs as input for Segtor, CisGenome,
PeakAnalyzer. Both SNVs and coordinate analyses are presented
in table 4. Segtor offers comparable or better running time than
available tools while having many novel features compared to
software described in the literature. Regarding memory usage,
Segtor is suitable to be used on a regular desktop computer.
Conclusion
As sequencing platforms are now releasing small versions aimed
at individual laboratories at a more affordable price and, with the
advent of personalized medicine, NGS platforms are poised to
become ubiquitous. As the availability of programmers trained in
bioinformatics has not always accompanied the rise of NGS
platforms, easy-to-use tools to analyze data which do not require
intricate parsing are increasingly needed. To illustrate this, some of
the analysis we performed could have been done using a
conjunction of existing tools with substantial support from
programmers. However, the availability of a single ad hoc tools
like Segtor would have enabled a small research group with a few
computationally-savvy biologists to perform them. Furthermore,
Segtor can be readily embedded within a data analysis pipeline for
personal genomics.
Availability and future work
Segtor was developed on Linux and needs to be launched from
a UNIX terminal. It only requires a recent Perl 5 interpreter with
standard modules and a C compiler. The limit to the number of
queries or genes is only bounded by the available RAM. It requires
a broadband connection to the internet to download data from the
UCSC FTP site (ftp://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/) to
build new indices. It is freely available for academic and non-profit
use and can be downloaded from http://lbbc.inca.gov.br/segtor/.
The source code could be adapted to work with other sources of
genomic data and future versions will include a more diverse set of
UCSC tracks and from different data sources.
Table 4. Features of the available tools for the analysis of coordinate and SNVs.
Software Time Peak Memory Usage (MB) Comments
For Coordinates
CisGenome 12m42s 11.2 N Can select different ranges to consider for upstream and
downstream
N Single output, no statistics
PeakAnnotator unknown w 33000 The program exceeded the available RAM on our server
Segtor 5m48s 842 N Multiple fixed ranges for upstream and downstream
N Various files depending on the biological question
For SNVs
SeqAnt 63m11s 805 N Cannot specify a range parameter for upstream/downstream
N Limited number of species
Annovar 3m18s 228 N Fast and memory efficient
N Does not provide statistics, reports a single isoform per hit
Sequence Variant Analyzer 120m50s 7700 N Graphical User Interface
N Provides greater information at the expense of speed
Segtor 8m58s 1579 N Produces output files and statistics on a per hit, per gene or per
isoform basis
N Can produce the set of mutated protein sequences
A case study of using the currently available software tools for annotating SNVs and coordinates to characterize genomic position of the 2,707,221 SNVs from the
SRX016474 dataset. The corresponding coordinates of the SNVs were used as inputs for the software aimed at annotating coordinates. With the exception of Sequence
Variant Analyzer which came with its own pre-compiled set of various gene databases, every tool in the list used RefSeq as source of annotation. These tests were
conducted on an server with 8 CPUs at 2.5 GHz and 33 GB of RAM.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0026715.t004
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Data S1 Annotation of the 74,713 missense mutations
from the COSMIC database using Segtor. To verify
whether the annotation provided by Segtor would be consistent
with a pre-annotated set of SNVs, the set of 74,713 missense
mutations from the COSMIC database was used as input for
Segtor. The original annotation (gene name, isoform, original and
mutant amino acid) was kept within the input ID (leftmost
column). Leaving aside a few gene aliases, the annotation provided
by Segtor was consistent with the original one.
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